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Details of Visit:

Author: gaffer58
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Mon 2 Sep 2013 2000
Duration of Visit: 30
Amount Paid: 65
Recommended: No

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Girlfriends Experience
Website: http://www.gfemassage.co.uk
Phone: 01142447062
Notes: Formerly known as Butterflies

The Premises:

Corner shop unit in a rough part of town , but once inside it is well kept and clean .
Soft drinks , tea or coffee offered.
All the girls are introduced to you and no pressure is put on you at any stage to make a quick
decision 

The Lady:

Rachael , is very attractive and shapely brunette on the petite side , with small boobs and silky skin.
She has a very sexy smile , with lovely eyes 

The Story:

Unfortunately I was the last customer of the day , and I think this spoiled what could have been a
very good punt!
I wanted a shower having come straight from work , normally you as left alone to do this , Rachael
plonked herself on the bed and watched . Even though I gave a gentle hint!
I tried to make conversation , and find out what she did , but was told not to worry she would sort it
????
I said I like kissing ( which is high on the list of things this establishment normally does ) I got a
couple of pecks on the lips (?)
Asked if I want a massage , ok I say , no oil or talc offered , not a great deal of effort then after
about 3 minutes told to turn over .
A very quick OWO , then asked what position I want . So I say I want to go down on her.
Not stopped but no enthusiasm and stopped from getting into it .
This theme went through the punt.
A bit of cowgirl . A bit of doggy then asked where I want to cum . I ask for facial or CIM she say u
can cum on my tits .
End of punt !!
It's a shame as I have been to this place many times and this is the first bad punt I have had ! 
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